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SPEAKING, WRITING, AND THE ARTS OF INQUIRY 

by Donald K. Smith 9 
University of Minnesota 

I. 

Let me assume that on some happy day, about two decades 

hence, there will be an official announc:~ment from the U.S. 

office of Education that English teachers have now solved all of 

the problems with English composition which plagued them in the 

dark days of the 1960's. I have set the date for this announce

ment safely after the time when, if I am persisting mortally, I 

shall have been forced into retirement. No prudent prophet 

ever chooses a day of reckoning for which he _might be held 

accountable. But on this happy day of the announcement. April 1, 

1987, we will have discovered the schedules by which all reason

ably endowed American children may learn how to speak and write 

at least one dialect enjoying the cosmetic rewards of widespread 

public reputability. They may learn also how to organize a 

speech or essay so that it resembles an act of reason rather 

than a symbolic happening, how to be reasonably clear about 

commonplace matters when it suits their best interests to be 

clear, and even how to avoid some of the best tested devices 

of tedium, such as that produced by the wedding of prolixity and 

vaporous abstraction, or the conjoining of venerable cliches 

with adolescent passion. Possibly they will also have a tested 

path to learning the difference between a Chomsky and a White 

Crested Nut<?racker, and between the Tempest and Hurricane Emma. 

But I am wandering. On this happy April day, 1987, USOE will 

proudly observe that Robert Hutchins' 6 "R's", remedial readin, 

remedial ri tin, and remedial ri thmetic have returned to the 

holy estate .of the original trinity. But what will follow? 

Will there be universal rejoicing followed by quickly organized 

May day dances devoted to welcoming the arrival of an American 

golden age? Or will there be some dour Cassandras lurking in 

the wings, angry young English and speech teachers lamenting 

the complacency of their elders, bewailing the smugness which 

equates homogenized linguistic propriety with educational suc

cess• and crying out for an attack on the real tasks of English 

education? As you may guess, I am suggesting the greater proba

bility that the latter condition will occur. 

II. 

I am in no way implying that the .problems which preoccupy us 

in 1967 should not bt. thought important. or that their solution 

will not test both our ingenuity and wisdom. But I would ask 

that you join me in looking beyond 1:he trials of 1967, and in 

looking for some additional issues and tasks which may properly 




